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ABSTRACf

A few of the electrical characteristics of fish were" de
fined and studied as the criteria for producina a speci
fic, observed reaction. Voltaaes and currents applied
to a small test cell containina a live fish were measured.
With the use of an electrical analogue of the cell con
tents, these data were reduced to the equivalent param
eters applied to a mathematical model representing the
fish. The resulting values of re~stivity and power

The use of electric fields is presently being
investigated as a possible method of diverting
fish for safe passage around hydroelectric dams,
thus aiding in the perservation of the salmon
fisheries. 1

A major problem of this investigatIon is the
evaluation of an electric fi~ld as a motivating
stimulus. Prior to the research reported upon
here, few, if any, methods have been developed
to oDserve or determine accurately those portions
of a field pattern which motivate the behavior
of a fish. Therefore, the optimum electrical
parameters of a particular, effective guiding
installation may not apply at some other site.
In other words, so little is known about how an
electrical field stimulates a fish that it is difficult
to design a successfUl electrical-guiding device.
Extensive and costly experimentation has been
necessary at each new" installation to obtain
the necessary parameters for an e.ffective
el~ctrical-guiding device.
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density computed for this model were then used to
describe the corresponding fish characteristics. Appli
cation of pulsed voltaaes to the cell demonstrated a
minimum power density below which no reaction was
observed. Equations were then derived to relate this
value to correspondina electrical conditions that would
exist at an electrical gUiding installation.

An. investigation of this problem indicates that
an adequate solution would include a mathemati
cal method of relating electric-field parameters to
the electrical characteristics of the fish. "These
characteristics control the response of the fish
to electricity and thus define for the fish specific
regions in an electrical field. However, because
of .the complexity of the biological structure
involved, a precise description of these charac
teristics is impossible. The mathematical process
therefore, "must utilize an electrical analogue to
facilitate such a description. .

The research presented here has three objec
tives: (1) To develop a nlathematical model to
serve as the electrical analogue of a fish; (3) to
find an evaluation procedure which will determine
the elect,rical properties and processes within the
model, and (3) to develop a method to relate
"these model characteristics to the parame"ters
of the electric fields to be used in proposed
fish-g!liding devices.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experiments were conduct,tid at the Bureau

of Commercial Fisheries Biological Laboratory;
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FIGURE I.-Plastic cells used to contain fish while testing.

Seattle, Wash., from November 27, 1958, to
January 9, 1959. The fish used were 0 age-group
sockeye salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka). These fish
were obtained from the Winthrop National Fish
Hatchery in September, 1958, and were kept in
the laboratory holding facilities until their transfer
to the experimental area.

The general method of laboratory investigation
involved measuring voltages and currents applied
to a small, plastic test cell (fig. 1) containing a
live fish. Measurements were carried out with
the fish facing either the positive or the negative
electrode. These parameters were measured co
incident with a specific observable reaction of the
fish. Measurements of applied voltage were made
from electrodes positioned within, and at opposite
ends of, the cell. These electrodes were designed
so the electrical resistance between them would be
completely controlled by the contents of the cell.
It was also necessary to reduce the volume of the
surrounding body of water to a minimum in order
to obtain measurements which were analogous to
functions of the electrical characteristics of a fish.
Reactions produced in the fish were created by
applying the necessary voltage across the cell.

The cell voltages used in the calculations were the
lowest applied values to which the £ish appeared to
respond. This response was selected because it
could oe easily observed and because the stimulus
threshold was well defined. When the applied
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voltage reached the threshold value, a violent
swimming motion was observed. This reaction
could be considered equivalent to the muscle
response caused by the rheobase potential (Mitch
ell, 1948), and would correspond to the threshold
reaction reported in later publications (Fisher,
1950; Cattley, 1955). Since this observed thresh
old phenomenon is a property of the biological
structure of the fish, any corresponding electric
field gradient should produce the same effect.
Therefore, this response defined a characteristic
of the fish th!J,t could be related to field-pattern
parameters.

HOLDING FACILITIES

Holding facilities were set up adjacent to the
experimental area in order to provide ease of
operation and to minimize any change in water
conditions between the holding troughs and the
cell. Fish were held here at least 4 hours prior
to testing. "

Equipment for this installation included three
wooden troughs, 22 em. wide by 24 cm. deep by
196 em. long, and a 1042-liter wooden tank.
Dechlorinated city water was supplied to the tank
through a float valve. From the tank, water was "
pumped to a head trough which in turn supplied
the three holding troughs. Approximately 70
perce"nt of the flow from the holding troughs was
diverted back into the main tank, and 30 percent
was draWn off as waste. A thermostatically con
trolled refrigeration unit kept the water tempera
ture at approximately 50° F.

APPARATUS

The major portion of the experimental apparatus
was made up of the plastic tank and test cells and
the electronic measuring and testing equipment."
The pIexigIass tank had inside dimensions of 25 cm.
by 25 em. by 38 cm. and had one fixed partition and
one adjustable partition. A test cell (fig. 2) was
placed between these partitions, and the adjusta
ble partition was positioned and clamped in such
a manner as to hold the cell tightly between the
two partitions. Electrodes made of duralumin
were placed at both ends of the tank to permit the
application of the test currents.

Two cells of different size were used in order to
accommodate the range of fish sizes tested. Cell
number one had inside dimensions of 2.54 cm.
wide. 3.81 em. deep, and 15.88 cm. long; whereas
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FIGURE 4.-Circuit diagram of the testing, unit: (above)
'operate configuration; (below) calibrate configuration:
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. .
FIGURE a.-Circuit diagram of the complete testing unit.

. The electronic circuitry enabled a square wave
pulse of the desired amplitude and duration to be
applied to the cell (fig. 3). Electronic switching
equipment, controlled by the investigator (de
scribed in detail by Volz (1962» connected the
output of a d.c. (direct current) generator to the
test circuit at preset intervals and for preset dura
tions. The voltage applied to the circuit was
essentially a square wave pulse with an amplitude
of 120 volts and a duration of 50 milliseconds.

The circuit functions as follows: When switch
8\ is in the, operate position; the functioning cir
cuit is the' operate circuit (fig. 4a). In tli~s case, :
resistors Rh R2, and ~3 combine to form an' 'adjust-
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F,GURE 2.-A test cell in position within the experimental
. tank.

cell nwnber two was 1.59 em. wide, 2.54 em. deep,
and 11.43 cm. long. Each cell was equipped
With nylon restraining threads stretched horizon
tally across both ends. The quanity of restraining
material was kept at a minimum by using only
six threads per end for cell number one and three
threads per end for cell number two. Mo'notoring
electrodes were placed in each cell opening to
measure the voltage drop across the cell. The
leads for these electrodes were routed through
the cell wall and up the handle to the external
circuit. '

Three, types of monitoring electrodes were used.
The first arrangement consisted of. a ~-inch wide, .
stainless steel strip, cemented to the top wall,
just inside each cell opening.. The second type
was 'a ~-inch mesh screen which covered the two
ends of the cell, and the third type consisted of a
single wire ,stretched horizontally across the c~

openings. Experimentation with all three types
revealed that the fish were not sensitive to the
proximity of a conducting plane. This informa
tion was important for consideration in the design
of future cells.

Water was obtained from the holding f~cilities

and was gravity fed to the tank from a 14-gallon
reservoir. The rate of flow through the test cell
was kept. at approximately 2 gallons per hour.
Water resistivity was conu:olled by the introduc
tion of NaCl.
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able voltage divider that reduces the 120-volt
input pulse to the required voltage applied to the
taJik.· This voltage is applied ~o the tank elec
trodes and is monitored on the oscilloscope by
means of the monitoring electrodes. .Resistor Rs
is used to change scale readings on the oscilloscope
by one-half, when necessary, in order to achieve
the maximum possible accuracy.

When switch 8 1 is placed in the calibrate position,
the functioning circuit is the calibrate circuit (fig.
4b). In this case battery B and resistor R,
supply p.n adjustable d.c. voltage to the tank
electrodes. The voltage drop across the cell is
now measured on the oscilloscope. Switch 82

prevents current from flowing in the monitoring
circuit until the operator is ready to record the
reading. This operation is necessary in order to
prevent the electrodes from becoming polarized
and giving erroneous readings. After the read
ings have been taken, depolarization is ac.com
plished by closing switch 82 and placing switch
81 in the "cell shor.t" position. With the switch
in this position, the cell electrodes are shorted,
thus returning the circuit to equilibrium.

MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

After preliminary experimentation, a specific
measurement procedure was adopted. The fish
to be tested was taken from the holding trough and
was placed in the plexiglass tank. The test cell
was then lowered over the fish and positioned so
that the openings at the ends of the cell coincided
with the openings in the partitions. The resis
tivity of the water entering the test cell was then
measured with a st!IDdard resistivity bridge.

After the fish was allowed a two-minute rest,
switch 8 1 was placed in the operate position, and
the electronic pulsing device was triggered.
Pulses with a duration of 50 milliseconds were
then automatically applied at· intervals of. 20·
seconds. Between each pulse application, the
potentiometer (R2) was manually rotated to in- .
crease the pulse amplitude. When the reaction
level was reac,hed, the fish jumped violently, and
the operator, observing this reaction, recorded the
pulse voltage from the oscilloscope.

The battery voltage (B1) was used to establish
the relationship between the pulse voltage across
the tank and the actual voltage across the cell.
The desired level of current was set, and the
voltage waS recorded -from the voitmeter (M1).
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With switch 82 closed, switch 8 1 was moved to the
cell short po~ition and the cell electrodes were
shorted for 30 seconds. .With switch 82 open,
switCh 8 1 was turned to the calibrate position.
Switch 82 was then closed, and the voltage was
immediately recorded from the oscilloScope.
Three levels ·of current were used for each fish
tested; and measurements were repeated at least
twice at each level to insure accuracy.

After being tested, each fish was lifted from the
cell in a net, and after the excess water, clinging
to the fish, was eliminated, the fish was placed in
a graduated cylinder partially filled with water.
The volume of the displaced water was then
recorded as the volume of the fish.

The complete testing procedure took approxi
mately 15 minutes per fish. After the volume
measurement was completed, each fish was re
.turned to the appropriate trough, where it was
held for several days. No mortalities occurred
among the fish ~ested.

ANALYSIS PROOEDURE

The symbols listed below are used in the c1is-
cu~sions that follow: .

p/=fish resistivity.
p..=water resistivi~y.

V/=fish volume.
Vc=cell volume.
L=fish length.
D=distance between cell electrodes.
R=resistance of the cell containing the fish.

R.=resistance of the cell without the fish.
E=d.c. voltage drop across the cell.

E"=d.c. voltage applied to the tank.
E'=reaction voltage applied to the tank.
V = guiding-field gradient. .

p/.=power density in the fish.
P ...= power density in the water.

I=d.c. current through the cell.
m=empirical function of p.. and PI'

Appendix A contains a glossary which may be
useful to readers who are not familiar w~th elec
trical laws' and terms. The following discussion
is purposely brief; however, the subject is covered
in more detail in appendix B. The mathematical
model of the fish was developed by constructing
an electrical analogue of the contents of the test
cell. The analogue was developed by dividing
the cell into a number of rectangular parallelepi
peds, one of which represented the fish and the
remaining ones represented the water ~thin the
cell. The size of the parallelepiped representing
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the fish was dependent upon the size of the fish,
whereas the dimensions of the remaining paral
lelepipeds were functions of both cell and fish
geometry. '

The correct ·partitioning of the cell's contents
into parallelepipeds was governed by the following
requirements: (1) the calculated fish resistivity
must remain constant as the water resistivity is
varied over a specified range, (~) there must be a
practical limitation on the comple.....a.ty of the
resulting equations,and (3) the accuracy require-·
ments of the resulting equations must not exceed
the capabilities of existing measuring techniques.
These are the restrictions which were used in
devising the mathematical model of the fish.

In the partitioning scheme, each parallelepiped
of the celi model was treated as a resistive-circuit
component. The end or cross sectional bound
aries served as conn~ting terminals, whereas the
remaining surfaces were considered nonconducting.
The resistance of each of the parallelepipeds was
re~ated to the resistivity or" its enclosed medium by
using Ohm's Law. The result was a set of equa
tions called ·component equations which related
cell dimensions, fish dimensions, water resistivity.
and fish resistivity to the resistance of a corre
sponding circuit component. Thus, an analogue
circuit of the cell's contents was devised by' re
placing each parallelepiped of the cell model with
an equivalent two-terminal resistive component.
The tot~l resistance of this analogue circuit was
designated to be the cell's resistance. An equa
tion was obtained by using the known properties of
resistors to relate this resistance to the resistance
~f each component. This equation was called the
circuit equation. By substitution of the compo
nent equations for the resistance values in the
circuit equation, a relationship was obtained be
tween the cell resistance and the r~istivityof the.
fish model. Thus, the resulting equation provided
a method of evaluating a specific property of the
fish.

The transformation from the actual cell to that
of the model of the cell's .contents can be more
clearly visualized by mentally subdividing -the
actual cell volume into infinitesimal volume ele
ments. These elements would be of equal volume
and can be called differential volume elements
(similar to the units used in the differential theory
)f calculus).

The transformation consists of transferring each

element of the cell volume into a parallelepiped in
the model of the cell's contents. The correct dis
tribution of volume elements should be. carried
out in s.uch a way that the total power in each
parallelepiped will be equal to the power dissipated
in a corresponding circuit component for all values
of water resistivity. In order to complete the
transformation, the lines of current flow can be
rotated in each differential element without chang
ing the power dissipated by. the element. .This
allows these current lines to be arranged to cor
respond with those current lines which would be

_ expected to exist in each parallelepiped. After
considerable prelimina.ry experimentation, two.
configurations were chosen which best fulfilled the
previously established criteria.

The first partitioning plan divided the cell's
contents into four parallelepipeds; three repre
sented the total water in the cell. The fourth
parallelepiped, which represented the fish, was
designated as the fish model. The corresponding
analogue circuit was composed of four resistors
(RlI the fish; and R2, Ra, and R4, the water) con
nected in a series-parallel network. This .¥1"ange
moot was satisfactory in .all ranges of water
resistivities tested except ~hen the resistivity
of the fish was greater than the resistivity of the
surrounding water. It was. in this region that
this arrangement had a point of discontinuity.

In order that this difficulty might be avoided,
the volume elements were resolved in a different
manner for this area of operation. In this parti
tioning system, the cell's contents .were divided
laterally into two rectangular parallelepipeds,
one representing the fish and the other represent
ing the total water in the cell. The corresponding
analogue circuit was composed of two· resistors
(RlI the fish; and R2, the water) connecte<). in series.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE

The resistivity of the fish model was found by
using the measured resistivity of the water in the
cell and the resistance of the cell.. The ·values of R
were found from the slope of a plot of cell voltage
(E) vs; cell cuiTent (1) for each fish tested. Figure
5 shows an example of one of these graphs. A
similar graph (fig. 5) was made fro'm data ·taken
.with the cell empty in order to find the value
of Ra• One of these graphs was made for each
series of fish tested. Because the value of Ra is
directly proportional to the resistivity of the
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FIGURE 6.-Length-volume relationship used to provide
the additional parameter fish length' (L) in the four-body
equation.
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circuit terminals, as represented by the ends of
the cell. The voltage value used in the compu
tation was the applied cell voltage which produced
the specific swimming like motion chosen as our
desired reaction. By application of Kirchhoff's
Voltage Law and our component equations, the
actual voltage applied across the fish model was
determined. The power density in the fish model
was determined by using Joule's Law, the fish
mod~l's dimensions, the voltage applied to the
model, and the componen"t resistance of the model.
The equation describing this relationship provided
a method of evaluating th~ rate at which an elec
trical process takes place within a fish.

The range of- water resistivities, over which
the configurations and their corresponding equa
tions were useful, was established by varying the

. water resistIvity (PfIJ) , calculating the resistivity
of the fish (PI), and observing within what range
of water resistivities the resistivity of the fish
remained relatively constant.

12020

0.2

o 0

,
FIGUBE 5.-A plot of eell voitage (B) VS. cell eurrent (I) j

first for an· empty eell and then for the cell with the
test fish ·enclos6d. . The resistance of the empty· cell (R.)
and the resistance of the cell with the fish enclosed (R)
were found from t~e slope of their respee~ivegraphs..

J When the four-body equatlcin was derived, It bece.nie necessary to add a
previously UIIlleeded parameter, IIsh length (L). The lengths and volumes
of a random sample ot"experimentalllsh were measured' and a plot of fish
length (L) VB. fish volume (V,) was made to obtain this measurement. From
this graph, approximate .values of fish l~ were obtained by usipg tbe
recordild values of fish volume (V,) frOm the previous experIments.

0.8

1.0 .

1.8

. ..". 3S,ODD
. . f'v = 29.250
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water in the cell, it .was easy to calculate trom this
~gle value of Ra 'the R,.'s for the rest of the series.
With the use of .these values and other measured
parameters, such· as ti£;h volume, fish length, and
distance .between electrodes, the values of fish re
sistivity .(PI) were. found.. The flguresfor fish
length were obtained from ·the graph illustrated in
figure 6.2 . . .

The power density in the fish model was .deter
m~ed by .applying. Kirchhoff'l;l Voltage Law to
the a.nalogue circuit of the cell's contents. With
this approach, the tot~l power in the fish model
was related to a .voltage applied acr.ose the .cell's
contents. The voltage $at was applied. to the
cell wl!os considered as b~ing applied to th~ analogue
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TABLE l.-Formulas derived for computing fish resistivity
and pOWlJr dmsity; shown with the corresponding t~t-cell

models and analogue circuits. The limits of usefulness,
based Oft ~tlJT resistivity, are also shown.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1 shows the models of the test cell that
were derived, the corresponding arialogue circuits,
the range of water resistiVities for each" and the
equations used, ,to solve for P, and P,•.

'The formula derived for relating cell voltage
gradients and power densities to open water
gradients and power is as follows:

If, on the other hand, two resistors are conne.9tecl
in series and the value of the first resistor ap
proaches ~ero and that of the second reSistor re
mains constant, 'the total resistance of the circuit
approaches the value of the second resistor.
These same principles are applied to the re~istance

elements of the model of the celi's contents.
In order that the situation in which the'resistiv

ity of the water ,(PtD) is greater than the resistivity
of the fish (p,) might be accurately represented,
the configUration and corresponding. 'equation
starting with tWQ resistors in parallel are used.
This equation re,aches an extreme limii' when 'the
resistivity of the water (PtD) is 'i:p.finite., When the
resistivity of the w!loter (PtD) is infinite, the' resist
anceof the cell is equal to the resis~8.Il:ce,ofthe fish.
By eXpanding this two-body, ,parallel configUr.a~ion
into a four-body, series-par~el network, this'limit
disappears. In the four-:bOdy,' sElries-para.ileI" net
work, when the resistiVity" o~ the water (PtD) is
infinite, the resistance of the cell (R) is infinite;
and when the resistivity of the water (PtD) is zero
the resistance of the c'ell (R) also is ~ero.

In order that an accurate reB..ection _of the
situation in which the resistivity of, the .water
(PtD) is less than the resistivity of the fish (p,) may
be achieved, the configuration and ~orr~sponding
equation with two ',resistors in series !U"e m~ed.

This equation reaches an ,extreme limit where the
resistivity'of the water (PtD),is zer~", In this case,
the resistance of the' celi (R) is ~qua). to 'the re-
sistance of the'fish.' - " ,-

The equation developed 'to relate powe~.densi"iy
in the cell to power density in an open body of
water is not completely satisfactory. 'When the
volume of the cell is expanded, to infinity in our
configuration, the 'boundaries no longer enclose
finite regions "and therefore exhibit an impossible
field conditibn.. For elimination of the ,effects of
this property it, was 'necessary to put an empirical
function (m) of PtD and p,into the equ'ation. This
empir,ical function will have to be determined by
further experimentation.

Appendix D ill\!,strates some qualitative values
of fish' resistivity and power density, t.hat were
calculated to observe the pr-acticability' and valid
ity of the derived analytical processes. With the
use of the formulas that were derived, according
to their. restrictions; :the -average value' of fish
r~sistivity . was calculated ,for the fish.. tested.
When measured from end, to' end; with the fishI ~~~O.7~

P,

Till. DOd, - ••,111FOUl bod, -•••In - pDrolle'

P, .p.lftI\.V1L-ZV,Ro(R.-R)(l'l-a.i!

AA'~ll-VI R.IR.-RIID-LI'to. O<:URcrR)

ANALOGUE CIRCUIT

CELL MODELS

DERIVED TEST

EQUATION FOR P,

IEQUATION FOR P,.

LIMITS Of USEFULNESS

The theory and-complete mathematical deriva
tions of the formulas used in computing fish
resistivity and power., density are found. in
appendix B.

~n order that the third objective of our research
might be fulfilled, the power density in the fish
(P,.)' was related to the corresponding power
density (PtDo) and voltage gradient (V) in an open
body of water. The complete derivation and
explanation of the relationship between p,. and
P tDO ~an be found in appendix C.

The complete derivation and explanation of this
formula can be found in appendix C. ,

The symmetry of the equations and configura
tions is similar to those experienced with standard
series and parallel electrical circuits. Basic laws
of electricity can be applied to these configura
tions just as if they were composed of common
commercial r~istors.' 'For, example, in a'resistance
network with two resistors' in parallel, if one
resistance approaches zero 'and the other remains'
constant" the to~al resistance approaches zero.
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I PI' must be apJllled within 2 milliseconds, slnce a pulse with a rise time
of not greater than 2 mUilseconds was ·used. .

TABLE 2.-,!he relationship oj the alJ~rage. reaction pow,er
dIlnsdy to fish 1J0lume and polardy onentation

FIGURE 7.-Proposed test cell, incorporating the recom
mended -improvements to eliminate leakage currents.

Aver-
~

Range

6 O. 6lto 2.6L•• __ 0.9
16 0.32 to 1.64•••• __ 0.8
6 O. 6lto 3. 3L•• __ 1.4

16 0.84 to 8. 44•••• __ 3. 8

Aver
age

Range

Fish volume (ce.) PI' I (mlcrowatt per ce.)

ELECTltODES

..<~l '............... s
o

Pole IIsh Is facing

Positive Negative

4. The mathematical techniques developed here
indicate that power den.sity, as a reaction criterion,
can be related to electric field parameters.

5. Additional experimentation will be required
to develop the relationship between power density.
and the corresponding voltage gradient in an
unbounded body of water. .

RECOMMENDATIONS

The experinlentation reported here should be
furthered, and the following improvements should
be employed:

(a) The test cell used in future experiments
should resemble, in principle at least, the cell in
figure 7. This design reduces the possibility of
leakage. currents, provides easier access to the cell,
and enables closer observations of the fish.

(b) The electronic equipment should be well
shielded and grounded.

(c) Alternating current should be used wherever
possible to avoid polarization effects.

(d) The ends of the cell should be perforated
conducting planes, erected perpendicular to the
major cell axis.

(e) The incremental increase in pulse amplitude
should he small in magnitude and constant in rate.

(f) A consistent handling procedure should be
used for each fish. .

._. • x•• •__ 3.9to9.0 • _
____ • x. 11.0 to 22. 0•••• __
x ._ 3.9 to 9. 0_._•. _
x_. . .•. ._._ 11.0 to 22.0•••• __

CONCLUSIONS

1. A mathematical model can be' devised to
serve as the electrical analogue of a fi~h.

2. The techniques developed in this work can
provide a means of evaluating the elect.rical prop
erties and processes· within the model and thus
provide a practical method or evaluating some
electrical charac.teristics of a fish.

3. Power density can be 'used to describe an.
electric.al criterion required. to produce a specific
reaction in a fish.

• McMl\lan, F. 0., H. B. Holmes, and F. Alton Everest. 1937. The
response of IIsh to Impulse voltages. A report on Investigations conducted
at the TablpJ'Ock sIte near Medford: Oreg.• between August 25, 1937 and
September 18. 1937. 15 p. Typewrittpn. A copy of this report is available
at the Burpau of Commercial Fishprlps Biologiral Laboratory. Seattle, Wash.

acclimated at 49° F., this resistivity was 1 380
ohm centimeters. The large deviations in' the
values for th~ fish tested are primarily due to two
causes: (1) a lack of accurate data on fish length
and, (2) leakage current between the cell flange
and the tank partitions. If the cell was not
placed exactly in the sanle position each time
the dimension changes of the minute spaces be~
tween the cell flange and the. tank partitions
caused an error between the resistance of the cell
with the fish in (R) an,? the resistance of the cell
empty (RQ ). Because of these errors, further
work should be done before the absolute numeri
cal values can be considered correct.

During the experiment, several interesting
phenomena were observed. One of these was the
apparent dependence of the reaction threshold
upon pulse-rise time. Although the available
e~uipment prohibited the variation of pulse-rise
tIme, the fish was observed to withstand without
irritation, a much gre~ter level of voltag~ when it
w~s applied as a continuous voltage gradient.
Mltc.hell (1948) found this to be true also in work
with individual nerv:es.

It was also noticed that the ~eaction level
appears to be a funtion of fish ~ize when the fish
is facing the positive pole; yet, when the fish faces
the negative pole, .this level is constant. When
the fish was facing the negative pole, the reaction
level was generally lower than it was when the
fish was facing the positive pole (table 2). This
h.as also been observed by othe.r investigators
(Eggen and Sheckels, 1954; McMillan, Holmes,
and Everest, 1937 3).
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(g) The length of. each fish tested should be
accurately measui'ed and recorded.

SUMMARY

. Electrical fish guiding is being developed for use
in pr<;>tecting natural fish runs whm;e their migra
tion is threatened by manmade obstacles. A
majol' problem in this development is the evalua
tion of an electric field as a motivating stimulus.
In ·order that a precise method .of evaluation might
be established, a method of analysis was developed
which employed a mathematical model of a fish.

The fish was confined in a small plastic test
cell, through which. water was circulated. The
electrical' characteristics of the cell's contents
(water and fish) were determined by measuring
voltages and currents applied to the cell. A math
ematical model of "the cell's contents was then
devised by mentally dividing the test-cell volume
into several parallelepipeds. One of the parallel
epipeds was designated to represent the fish,
whereas the others represented the water within
the cell. The characteristics of this model were
defined as those properties necessary to produce
an electrical analogue of the cell's contents. Since
the properties of the water portion of the analogue
were known, the characteristics of the fish portion
were determined by measuring the electrical pa
rameters applied' to the cell. The entire process
utilized: .(1) the voltage applied between the cell
electrodes; (2) the electrical resistance of the cell,
with the fish and without the fish; (3) the water .
resistivity; (4) the length of the fish; (5) the
volume of th~ fish; (6) the cell length or separation
of the cell elec.trodes; and (7) the formulas derived
to relate the resistivity and power density of the
model to the measured parameters.

One model characteristic, power density, was
determined to be a criterion for producing an
observed reaction. The applied voltages used
in these power calculations were the minimum
values to which the fish appeared to react. There
fore, the resulting power density value was a pro
perty controlled by the fish.

Study of the variations in the threshold of
reaction rev~aled that the power density neces
sary for this r~action increased as the size of the
fish increased, provided the fish was facing the

"positive pole. If the polarity was reversed, the
threshold remained con~tant over the range of

fish sizes tested. The two levels of power density
converged as the fish size decreased. With the
fish facing the positive pole, the average value
of power density ranged from 1.4 to 3.8 p,w/cc.

,....over a ·corresponding fish-volume variation of 6
to 15 cc. When the fish faced the negative pole,
values of 0.8 to 0.9 p,'w/cct were obtained over the
same volume range. .

By .expanding the cell dimensions, in our ~al
culations, we found it possible to obtain a simple
relationship between power density and the
equivalent voltage gradient in an unbounded body
of water. This gradient is the variable that
would be applied in an electrical fish-guiding
field .pattern. The calculated gradient would
permi.t the identification of portions of any field
patt~rn as being capable or incapable of producing

. the react,ion observed in the laboratory. Because
of the manner in- which the test cell's contents
were subdivided, the equations derived for the
open-water gradient contain a 'proportionality
function, with constants that must be evaluated
empirically. Therefore, this particUlar phase
.of the work is incomplete. Examination of the
results of this work, however, indicates :~that a
mathematical model can be devised to serve as
the electrical analogue of ·a fish, and the tech
niques that ware developed can provide a practical
method of evaluating some electrical charac
teristics of fish. Additional' experimentations,
incorporating the techniques developed' herein
and incorporating the recommended improve
ments, will certainly be of value to the electrical
guiding program.
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APPENDIX A

GLOSSARY

1. Joule's Law: That portion of the power
input to 'any device which is equal to the product
of the resistance of the conductors forming the
winding of the device and the square of the current
through this winding is always converted into
heat. That is, when a current I flows through a
~~.sistance r, heat is always "dissipated" in this
~~stance, and' the rate of dissipation is PlI=r1 2 I

. 2. Kirchhoff's Network Laws: (a) The alge
braic" sum of the currents coming to any junc.tion
in a network of conductors is always zero. (b)
The algebraic sum of the potential drops around
any closed ,"loop in a network of conductors is
always zero.1

.3. Ohm's Law: If a steady difference of
potential .V (in volts) .is impressed across acon-

ductor 'which (a) is held at constant temperature
and in which (b) there is no internal emf,. V=rl
where I is the steady. current in amperes which
will flow through the conductor and r is the factor
Qf proportionality called the resistance of the
conductor. The drop in potential V is therefore
equivalent to the drop in potential rl, this latter
being called the.resistance drop.1

4. Resistance: The opposition offered by a
substance or body to the passage through it of an
electric current.1 .

5. Resistivity: The proportionality' factor
between current density and electric intensity.
A property of a medium having the same value
as the resistance measured between opposite
faces of- a .unit' cube of the medium, expressed
in ohm-units.8

.1 This. dl'ftnitlon Is taken from the follo~g souroo: Eshbach, Ovid W.
19M. Handbook of Engineering Fundamentals. 2d ed., 10hn Wiley and
Sons, Inc" Nl'W York. 1262 pp.

I This definition Is taken from the following source: 1946. Webster's Colle-,
glate Dictionary. 2d ed. G. C. Merriam Co., Springfield, MlISS. 1,174 pp.

I Author's definition.

APPENDIX B

Theory and mathematical derivation of the
formulas used in computing P, and Pft. .

. The two-body equations for (PI) and (PI')
were developed in the following manner:

and for power density:

. (EIE)I 1 (EII!V 1
p ,.= E" RIV,= E") PIP

(3)

The expansion to a three-body and a four-body
arrangement was done in the following manner:

Fish (RI ) } Area=~ .

I~D--I·

Three-Body

(4)

H 20 (B4)

HIO (RI ) H 2O

Fish (R I ) (R~)

}
! V.
2D

. }1 V.V --
Area= i{ 2 D

I~L-I \• D-

Area=i:{ Fish (RI ) (Ra)

]:-L--b 1

Four-body

pllJRRaV,

(1)

. p,Ds. . p,JJ2
R I= V, R2 V.-V,

. p,JJ2 pllJVRa
V.= Ba RI p,JJ2"-RaV,

Substituting for RI and RI in (1) and solving
for PI we get:

"W:here:
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Then, for power density we solve for the current
in R I in the following network.

R,

(8)P =E 2 (Ral)2 RI

I. • &R VI

Expanding the determinant factors and substi
tuting for the' resistance values in the resulting
equation we obtain the following:

Then:

The simplicity' of .the resulting power density
equation was achieved by the manner in which
the dimensions of the individual volume elements
were chosen.' The geometric similarity between
theSe elements reduced the complexity, indicated
by the expansion of (8), to the simplicity of
equation (9). Such a. simplification is desirable
for the practicability of proceSsing data. How
ever, it caD. be 'expected to limit the range of
usefullness of the equation.

In the course of our studies, there was reason
to reduce the water resistivity to a value below
that obtained for the fish. We did this to check
the results of previous measuremen~. When we'
attempted to evaluate our data, we foUIid that
the measured parameters forced us: to work in
and near a region of discontinuity tllat was a
.characteristic of our equation for (PI)' This
condition occurred when, f~r (6):

(5)

R p,L2 R PIDL 2p,.L2R,.
4= V,' 2 V. V, (PIDLD-2V,R,.)

2D-.L

R
a

PID(D-L) 2R,.(D-L) R _puD-2R
V. D '. ,- V. - ,.
2D 2D

RR,.V,L-2V,RiRa-R)(D-L)+puD2L(Ra-R)

" (6),

Substituting into (5) and solving for P, gives:

P,

+-
12

R2

(R4+Ra+R2)

(R2+Ra)

I a

R2 =0

(.R2+Ra) =0

(R2+Ra) =E.

RRaV,L-2VIR,.(R,.-R)(D~L)

"+pPL(R,.-R)=0

To avoid this difficulty, we resolved our volume
elements in a different manner for this. region of
operation. Hence, for the two-body case:

"The power density in the fish is:

(7)

Solving for "the current II:

I
-R2 . R2 I

E. (R,+Ra+R2) (R2+Ra)
(RI+R2 ) • R2 R2

R2 (R4+Ra+R2) (R2+Ra)

R2 (R2+Ra) (R2+Ra)

A V.
rea=D {

" Fish Water
(RI ) (R2)

\- D -I
R=.RI+R2

V'DPI-V.
V.
D
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Where:

(16)

(15)

(13)

6R lY( VI)
6p",=V. I-V.

P",=PI equation (15).reduces to:

R
_ PIV
- V.

R D2VI[ V. )J= V.2 P... V
I
-(P",-Pl

Then:

When:

'V
R=PIA=PIV.

6R =A (1 = J1'\=D2 (1-VI)
6p... 13) V. V.

And:

Comparing (16) with (14) we see that our require
ment is satisfied.

It should be noted that in equa.t,ions (2) through.
(11) the parameter V. has been eliminated. This
was done because the cell boundaries at the. ends
of the cells were not clearly defined owing to the
different grid structures used. It was hoped that,
by allowing this degree of freedom, the errors
caused by this effect would be minimized.

Next, we solve e.quation (10) for R as a function
of P... and obtain the following:

6R A(Cp...+BpI)+AC(p",-PI)
6p...- BpI+(F+O)(p",-PI) .

[ABpIP...+AC(p",2- PIP",)] (F+O)
[BpI+(F+C) (p",_ PI)] 2

When: P",=PI equations (12) and (13) reduce to:

Therefore.:

And:

And:

(11)

(10)

P (E I

E)2 (Ra)2 PI
1.- E" R p",2D2

And:

Notice that for equation (10), there exists no
point of discontinuity, as was present in equa
tion (6).

Having derived these equations, we determined
that they satisfied our requirements by using the
following methods: .

1. If the fish model is electrically homogeneous
and has·' a characteristic resistivity. PI, then when
P"'=Pt. Ra=R. Observing equations (2), (6), and
(10), we see that in .each case, where Ra=R, this
condition is satisfied.

2. If the resistance R were measured con
tinuouslyas P", was varied from p",=O to P",=a:> ,

we would expect the functions Rand 6n to be
. . 6Pf11

continuous over the range of variation. This is
because we consider our cell to' contain linear,
bilateral resistive elements. To check the fulfill
ment of this condition, weex!tmined the ratio
1 BR h . hR 6p", at t e pomt were P",= PI' If the condition

is satisfied, then:

[
1 6Ri._ 1· 6R4PJ @

R
2
• 6p", -R4P' 6p", P",=PI

Where:
.R2.=the two-body series function

R4P=the four-body parallel function
Using equation (6) and solving· for R as a

function of P"" we get:

R jfp",Bpl+C(p",-PI) (12)
PI+(C+F)(P",-PI)

Substituting and solving for PI we get:

Pr=(p",2) (RIJV) (R-Ra)+p",
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APPENDIX C

Derivation and explanation of the relationship
between P" and PVJ.:

To relate our results to the electrical conditions
present when the fish is not confined in a cell, we
used the following procedure:

In .the four-body configuration, the power
density in the water of R4 is:

co
t

{
Boundry }

planes

co

From this;

(
EE')2 1

P VJO= E" p,;D2 (1)
co

.L-
co

Or:

Substituting this value into equation (9) of
Appendix B and expanding Vc to infinity (the

.. . d hid' D2 )expansIOn was· carrIe out .0 mg V
c

constant,

we obtain the following result:

PVJ.=PfO P, = V2 . lim P VJO

- pVJ pVJ
Vc • co

(
EE')2E" =PVJ.p,;D2 (2)

(3)

This illustration demonstrates the greatest
weakness· in our resolution model. That is, when
we expand our configuration, our boundaries
no longer enclose finite regions and therefore
exhibit an impossible field condition.. For correc
tion of equation (3) and elimination of the effects
of this property, it appears that it will be necessary
to multiply (3) by ~ome empirical function (f) of
'pVJ and PI'
Thus:

Where:

By expanding Vc to infinity our vQlume con
figuration is as .pictured below:

This empirical function will have"to be determined
by further experimentation,

APPENDIX D

Tables A-I: How derived formulas were applied, and A-2: A sample of some of the numericaJ.
values of PI and "P" that were obtained.

TABLE l.-Drigz"nal measurement data

Fish number
Polarity E'

orientation (volts)
E"

(volts)
E

(volts)
1 p.

(,. amps) (ohm em.)
Water
teIllP.
(0 Y.)

v,
(ce.)

D
(em.) Date

iia::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::: -Negative:: --------2."3" 3.18
-2.77

2.37·

1.70
1.48
1.30

80 -- ~_

70 29.250 47.0 15.3· 16. 8 1/5/5960 ~ _

TABLE 2.-Cal/.'ltlation sample (PI) -

Fish number R. R R.-R L D-L A B A-B 0 p,
(ohms) I (ohms)! (ohms) (em.)' (em.) (X101l)' (XI01l)' (XI01l) (XlOlI)I .(ohmem.)'

--ea______________________________
35000 20000 15000 11.6 4.20 1.24 0.675 0.565 12. 72· 1,244

1 R. and R (from graph)
, L-l/3 Vt+6.5 (from graph)
·A.-RR.V,L .
'B=2V,R. (R.-R) (D-L)
• C=;'.L1Y' (R.-R)
• p.(A-B) (29,250)(.565)
P'-A.-B+O- .565+12.72 -1,244 ohm em.
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TABLE a.-Calculation sample (P,y)

FIsbDumber EO

I
D G H D-L I Pu-PI

F F' Llpl P,.
(voltS)1 (X10') (X10lO>' (X10'j2 (em;) ~ohmcm.> (X1o-e) , (X1O-II) (X106) (p .)"

---
6a_________"__ , _________________

1.M I 4.62 10.55 10.71 4.20 I 28000 2.00 4.00 1.67 1.03,

(EE') I
IEol- E"

I G~PIP.Dlt

I H~2R.l'l

'F- PuD
G+H(D L)(P..-P/)

, P,,= (E.I) (FI) (Llp/) - (1.M) (4.00) (1.67) =1.03

TABLE 4.-A sample oj the numerical lJalues obtained Jor
fish resistivity (PI) and reaction power density (P,y) 'UBing
our derilJed equations

-Fish Dumber
Polarity
orienta
tion (flsh
facing)

Water
teDlP.
(0 F.)

Fish
volume

(ce.)

PI
(ohm
ems.)

P,.
(p.w/ce.)

136

-----_._--------------
L _______ ~ _____ •_______

49.0 5.9 1979 1.262______________________ 49.0 6.0 1446 1.193__________• __• ________ + 49.0 5.3 1677 1.204_____• ________________ + 49.0 8.0 1092 0.945____________________._ + 49.5 6.1 1832 0.886______________________
+ 49.5 7.1 1119 1:007______________________

49.0 9.0 1030 0.838_•__________•_________
49.0 8.0 1000 0.509_.________________••__ 49.0 6.5 1800 0.7410_______________•_____ + 49.5 6.0 1470 0.96

11.______._._••••••_.__ + 49.5 6.2 790 1.39
12_.___._._••••••••_.__ 49.5 5.4 1330 0.52
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